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Client: The Municipal Government of Surabaya. 

Planners: The Surabaya Kampung Improvement Programme, 

with the Surabaya Institute of Technology, and the 

Kampung Kebalen Community. 

O B J E C T I V E S .  Under severe demographic and economic 

pressure, the municipalities of Indonesia have sought a cost-

effective way to upgrade the extremely dense, poor neighbour

hoods known as kampungs. In the first Aga Khan Award 

Cycle in 1980, the Kampung Improvement Programme (KIP) 

of Jakarta was given an award in recognition of its widespread 

impact on the lives of so many by significantly improving their 

environment, and for having traced a replicable way to deal 

with this massive problem. The present programme in Sura

baya shows the extension of the KIP to other areas of the 

country and reaffirms the Award's commitment to the social 

dimensions of interventions in the built environment of Muslim 

communities. 

Left: Paved and drained streets are the backbone of the Kampung 

Improvement Programme. Residents tend to upgrade the houses fronting 

the street. 
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The involvement of university professors and students 

makes the Kampung Kebalen Improvement Programme par

ticularly noteworthy. 

People in Kampung Kebalen were poor and lived under 

flimsy shelters. Potable water, electricity, and sanitation, were 

lacking. Flooding of the passageways and houses during the 

rainy season exacerbated the problems. Thus, the goal was to 

alleviate the extremely low standard of living endemic to the 

kampung areas by providing badly needed basic infrastructure 

to the human settlements. 

SITE. Surabaya is a major industrial city in the northeast 

corner of Java. It has a population of about 2.5 million. Almost 

one-quarter of the city area is covered by kampungs. 

In urban areas of Indonesia, most of the low-income popu

lation lives in kampungs. 

Kampung Kebalen is in the north of Surabaya, near the 

harbour. Its average density is 800 people per hectare and the 

average monthly household income is U.S. $35 to U.S. $65. 

Land belongs either to individuals or is rented to them by the 

government for 25 years, renewable under certain conditions. 

The terrible and unsanitary conditions prevailing before upgrading (left 

above) have given way to functional streets with appropriate drainage and 

usable space after upgrading (left). 

Below: The paved and upgraded streets are reclaimed for the people and 

become a major catalyst for upgrading deteriorated housing on either side. 
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Section across typical lane. 

The local communal water point (top) is made more inviting and easier to 

use. Typical houses (right and lower right) have been upgraded and the 

frontage landscaped by the owners. 

L O C A L  A R C H I T E C T U R E .  Kampungs are unplanned ur

ban agglomerations that evolved out of villages and were 

bypassed by urban development. Mainly residential, they also 

house industries. They are generally built on flat ground a few 

metres above sea level. 

Densely packed single storey houses within networks of 

narrow alleys characterise the kampung fabric. Housing types 

are difficult to classify in kampungs since development occurs 

rapidly according to the socio-economic circumstances and 

mobility of the family. 

The front elevation is usually given special care, while side 

elevations can be finished in many ways with different build

ing materials; a composite structure in the vertical as well as 

the horizontal surfaces is common. This type of structure is 

cheap in material and labour costs. It also offers many options 

for future adjustment. Multi-storey buildings are still rare in 

the kampungs of Surabaya. 

The main determinants of the models of houses are cli

matic, economic and functional. The general architectural 

character of the kampung dwelling is a wooden or composite 

wooden/masonry construction with a sloping roof covered 

with reddish tiles. 

D E S I G N  A N D  C O N S T R U C T I O N .  The design of the pro

gramme was influenced by the need for an inexpensive method 

of providing basic infrastructure with a minimum of technical 

and administrative resources. The premise was that the pro

gramme was the best way to improve the residential environ

ment given the constraints and that better public infrastruc

ture would encourage residents to improve their homes. The 

alternative was to put the limited resources into low cost 

housing construction schemes, benefitting few of those in 

need. The programme had to be easy and inexpensive to 

implement. This meant cheap, standardised components and 

a simple implementation procedure. 

The inhabitants of the kampung were to be provided with 

the basic infrastructure including footpaths, drainage, water 

and proper sanitation. 

The basic model used for the houses was made from bam

boo. After the KIP's improvements, the inhabitants started to 

restore their houses with the available means and materials. 

The spaces, materials, and colours vary though the character

istics of the traditional Javanese house remain. The houses 

flank each other, and sometimes a narrow aisle leading to a 

private courtyard behind a house separates them. 

T E C H N I C A L  A S S E S S M E N T .  The people are satisfied with 

the improvement of their living area. 

The problem of flooding was resolved by the improved 



drainage system. Inhabitants have enhanced the natural light

ing and ventilation of their homes. Many have planted trees, 

flowers and shrubs. 

Maintaining vehicular roads, schools, clinics, and garbage 

disposal is the responsibility of the public works, education, 

health and sanitation ministries. Cleaning, repairing footpaths, 

draining ditches, and collecting garbage are the responsibility 

of the kampung committee who are supposed to organise a 

maintenance squad from community members. Voluntary com

munity funds pay for the squad. Individual households take 

care of footpaths and drains in front of their homes. 

M A T E R I A L S ,  T E C H N O L O G Y  A N D  L A B O U R .  The tech

nology used is characteristic of kampungs in Indonesia. Mate

rials are almost exclusively cheap, locally produced bamboo 

and timber. The entire labour force is Indonesian. People from 

the kampung were actively involved in the construction proc

ess and choosing materials. 

C O N C L U S I O N .  The improvement of Kampung Kebalen 

started in 1980 and was completed in 1981. The programme 

development was initiated in 1976 and the design process was 

carried out in 1979. The improvements to Kampung Kebalen 

totalled U.S. $400,000. All funds were from the government of 

Surabaya with a loan from the World Bank. The large impact 

of this very small sum was made possible by the diligent col

laboration of the municipality of Surabaya, the professors and 

students of the university and the inhabitants of the kampung. 

Following the improvement of Kampung Kebalen, a re

vival has taken place in the cities of northern Surabaya. The 

constructive forces that the programme has released have begun 

to spill over generating broad-based community improvement 

programmes. 

Ultimately, this project is about people. Street vendors and families (above) 

have reclaimed their environment and are rum masters of their des tiny. 
Most important, community pride in the achievements is evident everywhere 

(below). 
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